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The VSNA website has been updated: vsna-inc.org
We will continue to update and expand the website so 

look out for e-mails and keep checking!

Do you want to stay updated on the latest the 
VSNA has to offer?

Learn of webinars offered by the ANA?
How you can earn CEU hours?

‘Like Us’ on Facebook.
Follow us on Twitter

@VTnurses

Questions regarding our 
social media and website?

E-Mail: info@vsna-inc.org

Carol Hodges, MSN, RN-BC

Identifying the risks of nurse fatigue is not a new topic 
for nurses or for the ANA. In 2006 the ANA released 
two (2) position statements addressing nurse fatigue; one 
for the nurse and one for the employer. In the fall of 2014 
with the assistance of a special Professional Issues Panel 
and an advisory committee of about 350 ANA members, 
the ANA released a revised position statement addressing 
Nurse Fatigue to promote safety and health. This new 
position statement (www.nursingworld.org/Fatigue) 
clearly identifies that nurse fatigue requires a collaborative 
process between employer and nurse.

In a healthy work environment ensuring the safety and 
health of the patient is at the forefront for all healthcare 
providers and stakeholders. Nurses and employers need to 
be proactive in creating and sustaining a culture of safety 
which incorporates a consistent work-life balance for 
nurses and ensures optimal patient outcomes, all of which 
leads to a healthy work environment. This healthy work 
environment means that the nurse, the employer, and any 
other stakeholder would have responsibility for addressing 
risks that lead to fatigue.

For over a decade, evidence-based strategies have 
clearly been identified that would promote safety and 
a healthy work environment. These strategies include 
collaboration between nurses and employers through 
shared decision making, that address the physiological 
challenges of working nights and irregular shifts. Nurses 
as patient advocates have an ethical (Provision Three (3) 

of the Nurses Code of Ethics) 
responsibility for practicing 
healthy behaviors, which 
allow them to arrive at work 
alert and rested. Nurses also 
are accountable for initiating 
discussions when a colleague 
appears to be compromised 
due to fatigue. 

Over the next few months, 
think about your personal 
work-life balance:

Are you getting the 
recommended eight (8) plus 
hours of sleep daily? If you 
feel tired, do you admit it or 
recognize how that impairs 
your decision making? Do you 
take advantage of a meal break and if so are you able to 
get away from the work area, and perhaps get a powernap 
in? Have you been aware of a colleague who demonstrates 
fatigue in the work environment, if so were you able to 
have a discussion about how to best offer support? Are you 
proactive and involved in communicating concerns and 
offering solutions to improving the work environment? 
How approachable is your organization in providing a 
culture of safety?

Together nurses and employers can make a difference 
in sustaining a culture of safety which will ensure optimal 
patient outcomes.

Is Fatigue Impacting Outcomes for Your Patients?
Mary Botter, PhD, 
RN, Chair and 
Associate Professor 
of Nursing Division 
at Southern 
Vermont College

Dr. Judy Cohen, 
PhD, RN,
Professor at 
University of 
Vermont College of
Nursing and 
Health Sciences, 
Department of 
Nursing
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Letters to the Editor
If you wish to submit a “Letter to the Editor,” please 
address it to:

Vermont State Nurses’ Association
Attn: Vermont Nurse Connection
100 Dorset Street, #13
South Burlington, VT 05403 

Please remember to include contact information, as 
letter authors may need to be contacted by the editors 
of the VNC for clarification. NOTE: Letters to the Editor 
reflect the opinions of the letter authors and should not 
be assumed to reflect the opinions of the Vermont State 
Nurses Association.

Jean Graham, Editor

Are you interested in contributing an article to an 
upcoming issue of the Vermont Nurse Connection? If so, 
here is a list of submission deadlines for the next 2 issues:

Vol. 18 #3 – April 20, 2015
Vol. 18 #4 – July 20, 2015

Articles may be sent to the editors of the Vermont 
Nurse Connection at:

Vermont State Nurses Association
Attention: VNC

100 Dorset Street, Suite 13
South Burlington, VT 05403-6241

Articles may also be submitted electronically to 
vtnurse@vsna-inc.org.

Deadlines for the Vermont 
Nurse Connection

Published by:
Arthur L. Davis 

Publishing Agency, Inc.

www.vsna-inc.org

Vermont Nurse 
Connection

Official publication of the Vermont State Nurses Association, 
a constituent member of the American Nurses Association. 
Published quarterly every January, April, July and October. Library 
subscription price is $20 per year. ISSN# 1529-4609.

Editorial Offices
Vermont State Nurses Association, 100 Dorset Street, #13, South 

Burlington, VT 05403, PH: (802) 651-8886, E-mail: vtnurse@vsna-
inc.org

Editor: Jean E. Graham

Advertising
For advertising rates and information, please contact Arthur L. 

Davis Publishing Agency, Inc., 517 Washington Street, PO Box 216, 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613, (800) 626-4081, sales@aldpub.com. VSNA 
and the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. reserve the right 
to reject any advertisement. Responsibility for errors in advertising 
is limited to corrections in the next issue or refund of price of 
advertisement.

Acceptance of advertising does not imply endorsement or 
approval by the Vermont State Nurses Association of products 
advertised, the advertisers, or the claims made. Rejection of an 
advertisement does not imply a product offered for advertising is 
without merit, or that the manufacturer lacks integrity, or that this 
association disapproves of the product or its use. VSNA and the 
Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. shall not be held liable for 
any consequences resulting from purchase or use of an advertiser’s 
product. Articles appearing in this publication express the opinions of 
the authors; they do not necessarily reflect views of the staff, board, 
or membership of VSNA or those of the national or local associations.

Content
Vermont State Nurses Association welcomes unsolicited 

manuscripts and suggestions for articles. Manuscripts can be up to:
• 750 words for a press release
• 1500 words for a feature article
Manuscripts should be typed double-spaced and spell-checked 

with only one space after a period and can be submitted:
1) As paper hard copy

2) As a Word Perfect or MS Word document file saved to a 3 
1/2” disk or to CD-Rom or zip disk

3) Or e-mailed as a Word Perfect or MS Word document file to 
vtnurse@vsna-inc.org.

No faxes will be accepted. Authors’ names should be placed after 
title with credentials and affiliation. Please send a photograph of 
yourself if you are submitting a feature article.

All articles submitted to and/or published in Vermont Nurse 
Connection become the sole property of VSNA and may not be 
reprinted without permission.

All accepted manuscripts may undergo editorial revision to conform 
to the standards of the newsletter or to improve clarity.

The Vermont Nurse Connection is not a peer review publication. 
Articles appearing in this publication express the opinions of the 
authors; they do not necessarily reflect views of the staff, board, or 
membership of VSNA or those of the national or local association.

Copyright Policy Criteria for Articles
The policy of the VSNA Editorial Board is to retain copyright 

privileges and control of articles published in the Vermont Nurse 
Connection unless the articles have been previously published or the 
author retains copyright.

VSNA Officers and Board of Directors
President Carol Hodges
Vice President Mary Anne Douglas
Secretary Caroline Tassey
Treasurer  Barbara Liberty 
Director Irene Bonin
VSN Foundation President  Mary Anne Douglas
VSN Foundation Vice President Amy Curley

Staff
Executive Director Christine Ryan
Director of Membership & Special Programs Cara Toolin
Lobbyist Christine Ryan
Bookkeeper Martha Stewart

Committee Chairpersons
Bylaws Vacant
Government Affairs Christine Ryan
Membership & Publicity Ann Laramee
Nominations & Elections Task Force Volunteers
Nursing Practice Vacant
Education Deborah Sanguinetti
Vermont State Peer Review
Leader of NEMSD Carol Hodges
Psychiatric Special Interest Group Maureen McGuire
Congressional Coordinator  Christine Ryan
Senate Coordinator for Sanders Christine Ryan
Senate Coordinator for Leahy Christine Ryan
ANA Membership Assembly Representatives Carol Hodges

Caroline Tassey
Alternate Representatives Lynne Dapice 

VNC Editor
Jean Graham

Voices of 
Vermont Nurses

premiered at VSNA Convention 2000 and 
is available from the VSNA Office at:
Vermont State Nurses Association

100 Dorset Street, #13 
South Burlington, Vermont 05403

Price: $20 each book 
 (plus $3.95 for postage and handling)

Make check or money order payable to:
VERMONT STATE NURSES FOUNDATION

Name:  _________________________________________

Address:  _______________________________________

City:  ___________________________________________

State: __________________ Zip:  ___________________

Registered Nurse Positions Available in
• Emergency

• OB/Gyn
• Psychiatric

• Medical/Surgical

401(k), health/dental/vision, life, short and long-term disability, wellness program, 
massage therapy, accupuncture, skin care, hypnotherapy, fitness center 

reimbursement, weight watchers reimbursement, and much more.

Apply Online!

www.springfieldmed.org/careers

Equal Opportunity Employer Visit www.cedarhillccc.com

SEEKING
RNs, LPNs and LNAs

Call
802-674-6609 or

send your resume to
Fax 802-674-5618

We are a continuing 
care community 
with a skilled nursing 
home, residential care 
and assisted living, 
as well as offering 
comprehensive 
rehabilitation services 
throughout our 
community.

49 Cedar Hill Drive
Windsor, VT 05089

Visit www.reverastjohnsbury.com

If you are seeking 
employment, please 

feel free to contact us.

Do you know a child facing 
adult-sized challenges?
Established in 1894, Kurn Hattin 
Homes for Children in Westminster, 
Vermont is a charitable home and 
school for boys and girls, ages 6-15, 
who are affected by tragedy, social 
or economic hardship, or other 
disruption in family life. To find out 
how Kurn Hattin Homes for Children 
can help, visit us online or contact the 
Admissions Office at 802-721-6932.

Support Their Journey   |   www.helpforkids.org

We thank our nurses for their 
dedicated service all year! 

Happy Nurses Week!
If you would like to join our team and 

work in a fun environment, 
please call 802-223-1068 or fax your 

resume to 802-223-3233.
www.westviewmeadows.com www.thegaryhome.com
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Leadership is ultimately about creating a way 
for people to contribute to making something 

extraordinary happen. ~ Alan Keith, Lucas Digital

My first experience 
with leadership at all levels 
happened many years ago 
when I took a position in an 
emergency room. My first 
day on the job I walked in 
and looked around with 
a dazed expression on 
my face thinking, who is 
going to lead me through 
this? The first leader 
to approach me was a 
certified nursing assistant. 
She took one look at me, 
waved me on and said, 
“I’ll show you the ropes.” 
She was a role model for leadership at all levels. This 
was just one of many examples throughout my career 
where I have witnessed and benefited from leadership 
at all levels. There is growing evidence in the nursing 
literature regarding the positive impact of healthy work 
environments on staff satisfaction, retention, improved 
patient outcomes and organizational performance. The 
establishment of a healthy work environment requires 
strong nursing leadership at all levels of the organization, 
but especially at the point of care or unit level where 
most front line staff work and patient care is delivered.i 

Full partnership in the leadership of collaboration 
requires a unique set of skills. Because of nursing’s 
pivotal position in the patient care arena, it’s naturally 
disposed to coordinating, integrating, and facilitating the 
team practices necessary to create mutual commitment 
between the disciplines. Nurse leaders are charged with 
facilitating action to devise and implement the appropriate 
change strategies necessary to increase quality, access, 
and value in a patient-centered care environment. 
Indeed, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) emphasized 
that the development of these leadership capacities is 
fundamental to advancing the profession. The requisite 
of the profession, therefore, is to ensure that the potential 
for leadership capacity is advanced through incorporation 
of leadership development at every level of nursing 
education and practice in both the academic and clinical 
environments.ii

There’s an enormous reservoir of untapped potential 
in nurses and nursing assistants that can be channeled 
more effectively than it is, which will be necessary to 
build a culture of leadership at all levels. The critical 
responsibility of generating and perpetuating the mindset 
shift essential to creating continuously renewing, change-
friendly healthcare organizations lies almost solely with 
those in leadership roles. The kind of nursing leadership 
required today is very different from the hierarchical 
management model of years past. In yesterday’s 
management model it seemed necessary to control 
virtually every aspect of the organizational environment 
from what was done, to who did it, to how it was done. 
The nurse leader was supposed to be the one with all the 
answers, who made most of the decisions, and was the one 
who held all of the power. That was then and this is now 
and our reality is rich in potential for new possibilities 
of developing nurse leaders who believe that when you 
engage people at all levels you create a better future for all.
iii

Shared leadership is guidance, the sharing of one’s 
hopes, dreams, aspirations and skills in order to elevate 
another. Each of us shares leadership, day in and day out, 
as we bring our dreams to life by investing in a collective 
future, coaching one another, and contributing our gifts for 
the higher good. When we formally and informally share 
leadership, everyone comes alive, engages and contributes 
to his or her fullest capacities. High performance 
teams and organizations count on shared leadership to 
enhance creativity, increase organizational capacity and 
stimulate performance.iv In the last decade we’ve seen the 
distinction between leaders (who do the right thing) and 
managers (who do things right). Leaders as servants and 
developing leaders from the inside out also have emerged 
as significant themes. Managers play a vital and distinct 
role, a role that charismatic leaders and self-directed 
teams are incapable of playing. The manager role is to 
reach inside each employee and release his unique talents 
into performance. This role is best played one employee 
at a time; one manager asking questions of, listening to, 
and working with one employee. A manager must be able 
to do four activities extremely well; select a person, set 
expectations, motivate the person, develop the person.v If 
a nurse manager is unable to play this role well, then no 

matter how sophisticated the system or how inspirational 
the leader is, the team will slowly start to disintegrate.

It you want to understand the essence of continuous 
excellence in leadership start with the research conducted 
by Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner. In their work they 
discovered that when leaders are at their personal best 
there are five core practices common to all.

1. Model the Way – Credibility is the foundation 
of leadership. If the people don’t believe in the 
messenger, they won’t believe the message. Titles 
may be granted, but leadership is earned. Leaders 
model the way by finding their voice, setting an 
example and building commitment through simple, 
daily acts that create progress and build momentum.

2. Inspire a Shared Vision – Leaders passionately 
believe that they can make a difference because 
they have the capacity to envision the future for 
themselves and others by imagining the possibilities 
and to enlist others in a common purpose. The 
leader must have intimate knowledge of people’s 
dreams, hopes, aspirations, visions and values.

3. Challenge the Process – Exemplary leaders are 
pioneers–people who are willing to step out into 
the unknown to create change. They search for 
opportunities to innovate, grow, and improve. 
This is one of the primary differences between 
leaders and managers. Leaders lead beginning with 
the quest for a new order. They plunge into new, 
sometimes dangerous, and always unpredictable 
territory. They take us to places we’ve never been 
before, and probably could never find on our own. 
They create challenges with a clear purpose.

4. Enable Others to Act – At the heart of enabling 
others to act is collaboration, trust, mutual respect, 
coaching, creating a learning climate, providing 
choices and generating power all around. Leaders 
make it possible for others to do good work. Those 
who are expected to produce the results must feel a 
sense of personal power and ownership. The work 
of leaders is making people feel strong, capable, 
informed and connected. Exemplary leaders use 
their power in service of others.

5. Encourage the Heart – Encouragement is a form of 
feedback: Wonderful, personal feedback. Positive 
information that tells us that we’re making progress, 
that we’re on the right track, that we’re living up to 
the standards. Giving encouragement requires us 
to get close to people and show that we care and 
recognize their contributions. Because it’s more 
personal and positive than other forms of feedback, 
it’s more likely to accomplish something that other 
forms cannot: Strengthening trust between leaders 
and constituents. The four steps are: Get close to 
people, be creative about incentives, just say thank 
you and be thoughtful.vi

Could a shared leadership model enable nursing teams 
to deal better with complexity, improve decision-making, 
enable adaptability, and increase performance across 
the board? Absolutely! Shared leadership involves a 
shift of responsibility from a single leader to distributed 
leadership, which evokes a higher degree of collaboration 
where teams rely less on heroic, independent thinking 
to solving challenging problems and embrace an 

interpersonal, interdependent engagement process. Our 
challenge is to ensure that nurses from the bedside to the 
boardroom are skilled, knowledgeable, and prepared to 
fulfill their assigned and desired leadership roles. It is 
time to reexamine how leadership competencies are most 
effectively cultivated in nurses.vii

Go to the people
Learn from them

Love them
Start with what they know 
Build on what they have 
But of the best leaders 

When their task is accomplished 
Their work is done

The people will remark: 
“We have done it ourselves.”

~ 2000 Year Old Chinese Poem

Priscilla Smith-Trudeau, MSM, RN, BSN, CRRN, 
CCM, HNB-BC, is an author, speaker and healthcare 
leadership management consultant specializing in 
workforce diversity. Priscilla’s research and consulting 
has been focused on understanding nursing work group 
cultures.

i Sherman, R. (2010). Growing future nurse leaders to build 
and sustain healthy work environments at the unit level. 
Retrieved October 21, 2014, http://nursingworld.org/
MainMenuCategories/ANAMarketplace/ANAPeriodicals/
OJIN/TableofContents/Vol152010/No1Jan2010/Growing-
Nurse-Leaders.aspx

ii Institute of Medicine. The Future of Nursing: Leading 
Change, Advancing Health, Washington, DC; 
2010;2(S-6,paragraph 4). Retrieved from http://www.
nursingcenter.com/lnc/journalarticle?Article_ID=1163290, 
Porter-O’Grady, T., Future of nursing special; Leadership 
at all levels, Nursing Management, May, 2011, 42, (5), 
33,34

iii Smith-Trudeau, P., (2011), The journey to becoming a 
successful nurse leader, Vermont Nurse Connection, 14 (4), 
4

iv Whitney, D. K., Trosten-Bloom, A., Cherney, J., & Fry, R. 
(2004). Appreciative team building: Positive questions to 
bring out the best of your team. New York: IUniverse.

v Buckingham, M., & Coffman, C. (1999). What do great 
managers do? In First, break all the rules: What the world’s 
greatest managers do differently (pp. 58-59). New York, 
NY: Simon & Schuster.

vi Kouzes, James M., and Barry Z. Posner. The Five Practices of 
Exemplary Leadership. San Francisco, CA: Pfeiffer, 2011. 
Print.

vii Galuska, L. A. (2012). Cultivating Nursing Leadership for 
Our Envisioned Future. Advances in Nursing Science, 
35(4), 333-345. doi:10.1097/ANS.0b013e318271d2cd

Nurses Sharing Leadership at All Levels

Priscilla Smith-Trudeau

Nursing Careers
§ Inpatient Psychiatry Staff Nurse

§ Assistant Nurse Managers

§ Part-time and per diem opportunities

Only online applications
will be accepted.

UVM Health.org/MedCenter

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer. 
All qualified applicants will receive consideration without 

regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, 
disability, or protective veteran status.
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Vermont Nurse 
Selected as 

Recipient of National 
Leadership Award

Washington, D.C. – A Vermont nurse who has devoted 
her professional career to improving the quality of health 
care will be recognized as one of the 10 recipients of the 
new Breakthrough Leaders in Nursing award created 
by the Future of Nursing: Campaign for Action, a joint 
initiative of AARP and the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation. 

Frances (Fran) Keeler, MSN, RN, DBA, was a nurse 
administrator in Massachusetts for 18 years before moving 
to Vermont, where she is a health system regulator. Her 
work has led to improvements in the use of safe restraints 
and seclusion for patients with mental illness. 

“It is unusual for a nurse to be a regulator, but it is a 
great way to improve the quality of care,” said Keeler, 
who is the State Survey Agency director at Vermont’s 
Division of Licensing and Protection, which regulates 
the state’s health care facilities. She also teaches nursing 
and health care administration at the University of 
Phoenix and Empire State College and is a member of the 
Vermont Organization of Nurse Leaders, the American 
Organization of Nurse Executives, and the Vermont 
Action Coalition.

The Campaign for Action created the 2014 
Breakthrough Leaders in Nursing award to celebrate nurse 
leadership and the importance of efforts by nurses to 
improve health and health care. The award recipients have 
worked to help victims of sexual assault, medically fragile 
children, neurologically impaired individuals, and low-
income women in rural areas, among others. Their work is 
helping to improve the quality of medical care in Vermont, 
prevent bedsores and reduce Medicaid costs in Texas, and 
recruit minority nursing students in Wisconsin, to name a 
few. 

“Fran has worked tirelessly to improve health care 
for the people of Vermont,” said Mary Val Palumbo, 
professor, University of Vermont, and co-chair, Vermont 
Action Coalition. “This award recognizes the importance 
of Fran’s leadership and the incredible results of her 
efforts.” 

The Future of Nursing: Campaign for Action is a 
joint initiative of AARP and the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation (RWJF), working to implement the Institute 
of Medicine’s evidence-based recommendations on 
the future of nursing. The Campaign includes Action 
Coalitions in 50 states and the District of Columbia and 
a wide range of health care professionals, consumer 
advocates, policy-makers, and the business, academic, 
and philanthropic communities. The Center to Champion 
Nursing in America, an initiative of AARP, the AARP 
Foundation and RWJF, serves as the coordinating entity 
for the Campaign, as well as the national program 
office for the Future of Nursing State Implementation 
Program. Learn more at www.campaignforaction.
org. Follow the Campaign for Action on Twitter at @
Campaign4Action and on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/CampaignForAction.

Is bleach a safe disinfectant for all child care 
programs? How can child care programs identify and 
work with children with early behavioral issues? How 
can child care providers help picky eaters? Are child 
care programs really breastfeeding friendly? Are child 
care programs practicing evidence-based safe sleep? Are 
child care programs using best practice techniques when 
washing hands? How can programs reduce infection 
rates? How can child care programs get their kids up 
and moving more? What can a child care program do if a 
child seems behind developmentally?

Thousands of children in Vermont attend early care 
and education programs and it is critical that they grow 
and learn in healthy and safe environments. With all the 
current research on early cognitive development from 0-3 
years, it’s important to provide children and families with 
a good start and establish healthy patterns for life-long 
learning.

Early child care and education programs usually 
struggle to find assistance with health and safety best 
practices. The Vermont Department of Health/Maternal 
Child Health is collaborating with the Division of 
Children and Families’ Child Development and Children’s 
Integrated Services divisions thanks to a federal Early 
Learning Challenge Grant** from Race to the Top 
funding to provide RN Child Care Wellness Consultant 
support. 

The Department of Health has committed to exclusive 
use of RNs for this role. Currently we are working with 
17 entrepreneurial RNs, all of whom have many years of 
experience, particularly in the school nursing or maternal 
child health realm. The basis for our consultation program 
is the National Resource Center for Health and Safety in 
Child Care and Early Education, which has published 
Caring for Our Children, National Health and Safety 
Performance Standards Guidelines for Early Care and 
Education Programs, 3rd Ed. This resource provides 
national standards representing best evidence, expertise 
and experience on quality health and safety practices and 
policies. 

Our RNs are collaborating with child care programs on 
subjects ranging from improving nutrition and increasing 

physical activity, to infectious disease policies and 
improving medication administration. We will also assist 
programs with many other topics like injury prevention, 
oral health, emergency preparedness, developmental 
screening and children with special health care needs, 
getting connected with appropriate resources, to name just 
a few. 

We are beginning our 4 year journey with any 
STARS*-participating homes and centers and our work 
will be free of charge to the provider. Currently site 
visits to non-STARS participating providers can also be 
arranged, however the provider will be required to pay a 
fee for service directly to the consultant. 

We are also collaborating with many other key 
programs and resources throughout our state, including 
Help Me Grow, Building Bright Futures, Vermont Birth 
to Three, Vermont Child Care Industry Career Council, 
Vermont Association of Child Care Resource and Referral 
Agencies, Head Start, Hunger Free Vermont, Vermont 
Agency of Education, the Caring Collaborative, Vermont 
Parent Child Centers and Northern Lights Career 
Development Center, to name a few. Our long term plan 
is to build sustainability within the state budget, educating 
legislators and the public on the huge savings impact of 
this preventive lens on early childhood and building life-
long health habits and learning.

The RN Child Care Wellness Consultant program is 
aligned and integrated with Help Me Grow, which is a 
national population-based approach to early detection 
of children at-risk for developmental and behavioral 
problems and their linkage to programs and services. 
Help Me Grow is also funded through the Early Learning 
Challenge Grant. Among other components, this program 
will provide a central telephone access point for families 
and providers seeking information, support, community 
resources and referrals in the world of early childhood. 
Help Me Grow provides a comprehensive systems 
approach to link all components/stakeholders throughout 
the state and we are very excited to be participating. 
(http://www.helpmegrownational.org/)

If you are interested in early childhood advocacy and 
seeking early interventions as an important component of 
health care reform, you may want to attend the 21st Early 
Childhood Day at the Legislature on March 11, 2015 
(http://www.vermontearlychildhoodalliance.org/event/
early-childhood-day-legislature-0).

If you have any questions about the program or would 
like to learn more, you can also contact Rosemeryl Harple, 
BSN, CCM, RN, the coordinator of the program at the 
Vermont Department of Health at 802-652-2095 or via 
email at rosemeryl.harple@state.vt.us. 

*STARS (Step Ahead Recognition System) http://dcf.vermont.
gov/cdd/stars

** Early Learning Challenge Grant http://governor.vermont.gov/
race-to-the-top

RN Child Care Wellness Consultation 
in Vermont

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING 
Are you ready for a positive change

in your lifestyle?

Become a Public Health Nurse!

The Health Department has positions available statewide for RNs. 
Public Health Nurses are directly engaged in the core public health 

functions of assessment, assurance and policy development. 
Interventions focus on health promotion and disease prevention 
and are implemented on both the population and individual level. 

Monday through Friday, 7:45a.m. to 4:30p.m. work schedule and 
excellent benefits, including continuing education and

tuition reimbursement.

If you have questions regarding available positions please call 
Allison Reagan, Division Director of Local Health at (802) 652-4190. 

Interested candidates must apply online at:
http://humanresources.vermont.gov/career_center.

The State of Vermont is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
Applications from women, individuals with disabilities, veterans and people from 

diverse cultural backgrounds are encouraged.

Brantwood Camp in Peterborough NH
seeks LPN or RN for Girls Campus 

from 6/20-8/22
Responsibilities: health care, meds, first aid for 60 

campers, 25 staff. Minutes from MD/hospital. Supportive 
environment. Private accommodations, 

meals, children’s tuition, salary all included. 
Partial Summer positions may be available.
Contact Kevin Mitrano at 603-924-3542.

www.brantwood.org
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Single Payer. What is it exactly? The literal definition, 
as described by the Merriam-Webster dictionary, is 
“of, relating to, or being a system in which health-care 
providers are paid for their services by the government 
rather than by private insurers.” Essentially, this system 
of healthcare strives to provide universal healthcare 
that is both equitable and sustainable. Furthermore, it is 
attempting to hold up the World Health Organization’s 
(WHO) Constitution of 1948, where the WHO declared 
“health a fundamental human right.” Therefore, when 
Governor Shumlin announced he was not going to 
continue to pursue Single Payer healthcare, the platform 
he ran for office on and has continued to fight for and 
support, it came as no surprise that there was outrage by 
many. However, was the baby really thrown out with the 
bathwater? I think not. 

There have been, and there will continue to be, 
countless hours spent on improving our healthcare 
system in the state of Vermont. Whether it is through the 
action of the Green Mountain Care Board in slowing the 
growth of healthcare spending; our government trying to 
increase reimbursement rates for Vermont’s BluePrint for 
Health; or, Information Technology improvements within 
our Medical Records system, there are many ways our 
healthcare system will continue to move forward. Also, 
there are countless individuals who are working diligently 
to make Vermont’s healthcare system both universal as 
well as cost-effective. One of those individuals is Tim 
Ashe, State Senator from Chittenden County, and the 
Chair of the Senate Finance Committee. 

Senator Ashe was recently quoted, regarding Single 
Payer, in a VTDigger article by Morgan True: “single 
payer is a vehicle, not the goal, and that the goals are 
my motivation, not the vehicle.” I was struck by that 
statement. Considering something as complex as our 
current healthcare system, staying focused on the “goals” 
rather than strictly the “vehicle” seems to me to be a very 
intelligent and interesting perspective. So, I decided to ask 
the Senator myself. Here is our conversation:

In your opinion, as Chair of the Senate Finance 
Committee, what are some of the most important 
measures we need to take to improve our current health 
care system? 

I think we need to ensure that everyone in VT has 
insurance, and that the insurance is affordable. The 
number of people without insurance is not very large, 
the number of underinsured is a bit larger, but these are 
manageable challenges. We need to contain hospital 
budgets more aggressively than we have in the past. And 
we need to squeeze bureaucratic savings by requiring all 
the insurers and other health care entities to use common 
billing/coding/claims processing.

In light of Governor Shumlin’s recent change of 
plans regarding Single Payer, a platform he ran for 
office on, what is your reaction? 

Addressing the economic transition from the current 
state of play to a fully tax financed system was always 
something I said would be hard and the Governor seems 
to have come late to that recognition. I don’t know really 
why they reached the conclusion they did so late in the 
game when so many of the hurdles were knowable for 
the last three years. But my feeling is that even if the 
Governor had green-lighted the full tax financed system, 
it would still have been three or four years before it would 
be implemented, so, there was still going to be work to do 
in the short term.

We, the public, hear a lot about “cutting 
administrative costs” as a method for resourcing the 
monies needed for providing health insurance for those 
who are without. What, if any, are the specifics of 
those “administrative costs”? How does dumping one 
bucket of money into another improve a broken system, 
especially when what is broken is how much it costs? 

Well, the specific thing I think we need to target is 
unifying all insurers’ bureaucratic systems for billing, 
coding, claims edits, processing, etc. Allowing for 
variation adds tremendous cost to the system without 
offering anything of value to patients. But I’d just as 
well prefer to not be specific and merely reduce total 
administrative spending by telling the hospitals and 
insurers that their non-care components of their budgets 
must be reduced by some reasonable amount each year 
and let them figure it out.

Also, remember that the uninsured already are funded 
in the current system. Approximately $30M is in the 
hospital budgets for free care to the uninsured, and even 
more free care is provided at the FQHCs and private 
clinics. And the uninsured themselves pay out of pocket 
though the actual dollar amounts are hard to pin down.

There are many of us who work in healthcare. In 
fact, just in the past couple of years, UVM Medical 
Center, formally Fletcher Allen Hospital, surpassed all 
other employers in the state of Vermont to be the largest 
employer. Everyone from our refugee population to our 
local cardiac surgeons work for this same employer. 
How will changes in healthcare effect those who work 
there, and in other healthcare facilities across the state? 
Or, will there be no change?

Over time a more functional system would likely see 
fewer employees who do not provide direct care. Hospitals 
exist to provide care, not to merely employ people. 
Especially with an aging population it is likely we’ll need 
more professionals providing care, but with technology 
and simplified administrative practices we should see a 
slow decline in the number of support positions.

Lastly, as a nurse, my first responsibility is to the 
safety and wellness of my patients. Nurses are often the 
voice of the patient, the advocate, and the healthcare 
provider who spend the most amount engaging in direct 

care with the patient. We see the cracks in the system, 
on a daily basis, and those who fall through. We are the 
largest, and most trusted, organized body of healthcare 
providers in the country. In your opinion, how can 
nurses help be part of facilitating a new, improved, and 
sustainable healthcare system? 

Nurses do indeed play a tremendously important role 
in our system. The two things I recommend they do to 
influence policy moving forward are (1) to provide advice 
to the legislature regarding workforce gaps and potential 
workforce gaps anticipating demographic trends, and (2) 
recommending opportunities to improve the system from 
nurses’ unique perspective within the system. We hear 
from the doctors and the hospital administrators but need 
a broader set of eyes and ears.

As nurses we have a responsibility to stay informed, 
to participate, and to be a part of positive and productive 
change. And, as nurses, we have a unique “set of eyes 
and ears” to help create these changes and help move 
healthcare forwards to a more sustainable, and equitable 
place. 

In closing, I will leave you with the words of the late 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.: 

If you can’t fly, then run,
if you can’t run, then walk,

if you can’t walk, then crawl,
but whatever you do,

you have to keep moving forward. 
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Understanding a Single Payer System

Attention 
RNs & LPNs

Become a Licensed Nurse 
Assistant Instructor

Expand your resume, gain valuable teaching
experience, and receive great training through the

American Red Cross.
For more information or to apply, please email 

resume to linda.newsome2@redcross.org   
or call

254-519-2286
• Must validate 2 or more years experience 

with the chronically ill of any age
• Location: New Hampshire & Vermont
• Part-time with hourly compensation
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(BENNINGTON, Vt.) – Mary Botter, PhD, RN, Chair 
and Associate Professor of the Division of Nursing at 
Southern Vermont College (SVC), has been appointed 
to serve on the Vermont Board of Nursing Education 
Committee for a three-year term. Dr. Botter, a former 
Executive Director of the Board, was selected for her 
expertise in nursing education.

“I am honored by this appointment and look forward 
to serving,” said Dr. Botter. “The Vermont Board of 
Nursing, supported by the Education Committee, provides 
a vital service to the citizens of Vermont in regard to the 
regulation of nursing education and preparation of nursing 
graduates for practice.”

The Nursing Education Committee studies nursing 
education issues and standards for the purpose of making 
recommendations to the Board. The Committee proposes 
guidelines for use in implementing rules on nursing education, reviews new and existing 
nursing education programs, and addresses other nursing education issues. Also, the 
Committee consults with and obtains input from nursing professionals, agencies, 

organizations, associations, and regulatory bodies including health care professionals 
and institutions. Literature and research are reviewed to determine state, regional, and 
national trends.

Prior to SVC, Dr. Botter was the Associate Dean of the College of Nursing and 
Associate Professor of Nursing at Nova Southeastern University, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 
From 2007-2011, Dr. Botter was Executive Director of the Vermont Board of Nursing 
in the Office of the Secretary of State in Montpelier. Earlier in her career, she was a 
consultant and coach for senior health care executives in the consulting group of Global 
Health Solutions, Computer Sciences Corporation; served as Chief Nursing Officer at 
Fletcher Allen Health Care; and was on the faculty and served as the Associate Dean at 
the School of Nursing at the University of Vermont.

Dr. Botter is a distinguished author and presenter. She has many publications in 
various trade and clinical publications and has presented more than 40 times at various 
conferences and groups, nationally and internationally. 

From 1997-2000, Dr. Botter was the Project Director of a federal grant from the 
Health and Resources Services Administration-Bureau of Health Professions. She has 
also been the recipient of numerous awards and honors for her research, professional 
contributions and visionary leadership in the field of nursing.

In addition to her prestigious career, Dr. Botter is very active in her professional 
community, serving as a board member on more than ten boards of directors since 
1984. She is also an active member on various committees and organizations – ranging 
from president and chairman to secretary and is currently an active member in five 
professional organizations and associations.

Dr. Botter began her education at Duke University where she earned a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Nursing. She continued her education at the University of 
Pennsylvania, obtaining a Master of Science in Nursing and a PhD with a focus on 
nursing administration. 

Founded in 1926, Southern Vermont College offers a career-enhancing liberal arts education 
with 15 academic degree programs for approximately 500 students. SVC recognizes the 
importance of educating students for the workplace of the twenty-first century and as successful 
leaders in their communities. SVC’s athletic teams are part of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) Division III and the New England Collegiate Conference (NECC). The 
College is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges and has been 
designated by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching as a Community-
Engagement Classification institution. For more information about SVC, visit the Web site: www.
svc.edu

Mary Botter

Mary Botter, PhD, RN, Chair and Associate Professor of Nursing 
Division at Southern Vermont College, to Serve on Vermont 

Board of Nursing Education Committee

Porter Medical Center, in beautiful Middlebury Vermont, 
is now recruiting RNs who are truly passionate about 
their careers and who strive to make a positive difference 
every day. RNs like you make Porter first-rate! That’s 
why at Porter you’ll find the career support you need 
from the very beginning. Whether you are a recent 
graduate or an experienced nurse, Porter Medical Center 
offers opportunities for RNs to grow in a patient-centric 
environment. 

Comprised of a 25-bed critical access hospital, 
105-bed skilled nursing facility and a network 
of primary and specialty care provider offices, 
Porter provides a comprehensive array of 
health care services 24-hours a day/7 days a 
week throughout all stages of life.

Our organization offers competitive pay, 
a comprehensive benefits package, a tuition 
advance program, a generous 403(b) plan, paid 
vacation, and the opportunity to work with 
dedicated professionals in a dynamic 
organization.

To apply, please send your resume 
to apply@portermedical.org or 
please visit www.portermedical.
org for more information 
regarding our organization. 

Happy National Nurses 
Week 2015!

Do You Want to Work for the Best?

Porter Medical Center

www.portermedical.org

Labor & Delivery Registered Nurse
POSITION AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!
Our Maternal Child Unit has an immediate opening for a Registered Nurse to join our 
team. We are seeking a qualified nurse responsible for delivering direct patient nursing 
care, working collaboratively with the health care team and someone who is conscientious 
and patient focused.  

We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package including relocation assistance.

If you are looking for the opportunity to connect with your 
patients to deliver quality care, this is the job for you!

Job Requirements: Graduate of an accredited nursing program 
with a current VT RN license.  BLS and NRP required.  A minimum 
of 3 months labor & delivery experience is required to be 
considered for this job.  

North Country Hospital offers great benefits at a great place to 
work.  We have an exceptional tuition reimbursement benefit 
to support you in your ongoing personal development: diploma, 
associate degree, or baccalaureate program. EOE.

Interested candidates may apply online at

 www.northcountryhospital.org
For additional information contact: 

Tina Royer, Recruitment Coordinator, Human Resources
(802) 334-3210, ext. 407 • E-Mail: troyer@nchsi.org

North Country Hospital, 189 Prouty Drive, Newport, VT 05855
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Stress – we all want to deal with less of it. So, at this 
time of year, it’s an ideal time to rethink how we approach 
stress management. I want to challenge you to think of 
stress management as energy management. Change the 
way you think to change the way you approach stress.

Why focus on energy? Basically, the body and mind 
require energy. We expend it both physically and mentally 
all day long and we need to restore it on a regular, daily 
basis. If we spend, spend, spend and do not sufficiently 
replace our energy, we will be in debt to ourselves and this 
can lead to imbalances in our emotions, thought processes 
and physical stamina. That creates stress!

Stress is costly to personal health, and it has a 
ripple effect out to family, co-workers, and the larger 
community. A survey by the American Psychological 
Association found that 75 percent of people have physical 
and emotional symptoms related to demands for 24/7 
availability while also trying to balance work and life.

Given these statistics it seems that stress management 
requires energy management. The human being is much 
like a battery and requires regular daily recharging. This 
is done through the intake of regular balanced nutritional 
fuel, movement/exercise, and recuperation, which includes 
periods of rest, sleep and recreation or fun. These simple 
lifestyle behaviors or routines have a positive effect on our 
physical and psychological energy.

Here are four ways to recharge today:
Relax at your own personal spa. Turn your bathroom 

into a spa. Take a long, hot bath, try a facial mask or new 
body scrub – maybe a pedicure. Close the door, dim the 
lights, light some candles, turn on relaxing music and 
recharge.

Get lost at home. Read a book, watch a movie, play 
games, or cuddle with loved ones…there are many ways 
we can escape to a relaxing space within our own homes. 
Make time for it.

Nourish yourself. Cook up a nice, healthy meal, or try a 
new recipe. Try new flavors and include fruits to enhance 
the flavor profiles of foods. Citrus is a nice addition this 
time of year.

Reflect. Integrate mindfulness into your day…
Mindfulness is one of the best methods of managing 

stress. It combines the breath of the body to induce 
centering and relaxation of the mind, which brings greater 
ease and helps develop resilience. Mindfulness helps us 
accomplish this by helping us to be non-judgmental and 
compassionate in our viewpoints. It activates emotional 
intelligence and builds capacity or a storehouse of energy, 
which aids the bottom line of balancing work and home 
stressors. 

Give some thought to the idea of being your own 
“energy manager” and take greater responsibility in self-
care to feel more fully engaged both at work and at home. 
It takes much less energy to make it your mission to seek 
and create ease for yourself and others. If you take good 
care of your energy needs, you will have enough to share 
with your family and workplace. Treat yourself well every 
day. Recharge!

Evy Smith, MA LCMHC, CTTS-M, is an EFAP 
Counselor & Tobacco Treatment Specialist at the 
University of Vermont Medical Center.

Personal & Financial Health

New Year’s Resolution: How to Stress Less by 
Becoming Your Own “Energy Manager”

HAPPY NURSES WEEK!
We salute our nurses for their tender loving care 

they give our people all year!

Seeking experienced and newly graduated 
RNs, LPNs, and LNAs.

Please send your resume to 
dbessettegmnh@hotmail.com 

or apply in person.

475 Ethan Allen Avenue
Colchester, VT 05446

802-655-1025

802-885-5741

Visit www.reveraspringfield.com

Are you looking for a 
great place to work?

Nurses:
RNs – LPNs – LNAs

JOIN OUR TEAM

RN to BSN Online Program MSN Online Program

BSN-LINC: 1-877-656-1483 or bsn-linc.wisconsin.edu
MSN-LINC: 1-888-674-8942 or uwgb.edu/nursing/msn

• No Campus
 Visits
• Liberal Transfer
 Credits

• Classes That Fit 
 Your Schedule
• Competitive
 Tuition
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Student News
Vermont Organization of Nurse Leaders

Marilyn Rinker Leadership Scholarship for Nurses in 
an Advanced Degree Program Announcement

Objective
To promote graduate level nursing education in Vermont in support of nursing 
leadership talent to meet the health care needs of our state.

Purpose
• To provide scholarship support in the amount of $2500 per year for a qualified 

individual to participate in an approved course of study leading to an advanced degree.

Qualifications of applicants
• Possession of Vermont RN license in good standing
• A member of VONL
• Demonstrated commitment to nursing leadership (Vermont preferred) as evidenced by 

participation in professional seminars, organizations, work accomplishments, project, 
recommendations of peers

• Currently enrolled or accepted in an accredited program that will lead to an advanced 
degree in nursing

• Willingness to commit to completing the program as indicated by realistic timeframe
• Individuals agree to practice in Vermont for at least two (2) years
• GPA of 3 or B
• Two supportive professional recommendations

Special Considerations
• Individuals who have sought funding through employment or other resources, where 

available
• Individuals with demonstrated financial need
• Individuals currently working in the field of nursing education

Application Process
1. Applicants must first be accepted into an accredited program that will lead to an 

advanced degree in nursing
2. Eligibility criteria include: proof of academic excellence/promise, pledge to 

practice in Vermont following graduation, short essay, two (2) positive professional 
recommendations

3. Vermont Organization of Nurse Leaders will select a candidate based on the following 
criteria, in order of importance: academic excellence; commitment to Vermont; 
leadership/community service; financial need

The Award will be announced at the Nursing Summit, Spring 2015. Winner will be
notified in advance.

For more information, visit our website: www.vonl.org

The Arthur L. Davis 
Publishing Agency, Inc. 

2015 Scholarship

Vermont State Nurses 
Foundation, Inc.

100 Dorset Street, Suite # 13
South Burlington, VT 05403

(802) 651-8886

Applications for the $1,000 scholarship 
are open to Vermont State Nurses 
Association (VSNA) members who are 
currently enrolled in an undergraduate 
or graduate nursing program and who 
are active in a professional nursing 
organization.

Submit your application by 
August 1, 2015 by filling out the 

online form: http://bit.ly/19VtlNK

Application for the 2015
Pat & Frank Allen 

Scholarship

Vermont State Nurses 
Foundation, Inc.

100 Dorset Street, Suite # 13
South Burlington, VT 05403

(802) 651-8886

The Pat & Frank Allen Scholarship is a 
$1500.00 award given to a registered 
nurse who is a matriculated student 
in an accredited nursing program. 

Applications must be submitted by 
August 1, 2015. You do not have to 
be a member of VSNA but priority 
will be given to VSNA members, 
please go online to fill out the 
form: http://bit.ly/19VtlNK

Application for the 2015
Judy Cohen 
Scholarship

Vermont State Nurses 
Foundation, Inc.

100 Dorset Street, Suite # 13
South Burlington, VT 05403

(802) 651-8886

The Judy Cohen Scholarship is a 
$2,000 award given to a registered 
nurse who is in a baccalaureate or 
higher degree accredited nursing 
program. 

Applications must be submitted by 
August 1, 2015. You do not have to 
be a member of VSNA but priority 
will be given to VSNA members. 

To apply for the scholarship, please 
fill out this form:

http://bit.ly/19VtlNK

Marilyn Rinker Leadership Scholarship Application

Application – 2015 deadline: March 25, 2015

Name:  ______________________________________________________________

Address:  _____________________________________________________________

Telephone #:  ____________________  Email Address:  ______________________

Vt RN Lic # _____________________  VONL member since  _________________

School of Nursing: _____________________________________________________

Currently in which year? 1 2 3 4 year of graduation (if applicable)  _______________

Graduate school  _______________________ 1st yr  _________ 2nd year _________

expected date of graduation ______________

If employed in nursing, current employer  ___________________________________

Currently receiving Financial Aid, Grants, Scholarships? Yes  _______ No  _______

If yes please list the sources ______________________________________________

Please attach to this form:
1. Résumé
2. Most recent transcript of grades demonstrating a cumulative average of 3.0 (B)
3. A brief essay (500 words or less) describing nursing leadership experience and 

aspirations, community service experience, commitment to serve in Vermont, 
and financial need

4. At least two (2) letters of recommendation (at least one academic and one work 
related)

5. Evidence of acceptance in an accredited program leading to an advanced degree 
in nursing if not yet matriculated.

I understand that if I receive an Advanced Degree Nurse Leaders Scholarship, 
I commit to practice nursing in Vermont for a minimum period of two years 
following graduation.

Student signature:  ______________________________ Date:  _________________

Return application (with attached materials) before March 25, 2015 to:

Martha Buck, VAHHS/VONL
148 Main Street, Montpelier, VT 05602

(802)223-3461/ext. 111 Martha@vahhs.org
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Continuing Education
Upcoming Educational Opportunities 

(Non-VSNA)
UVM College of Medicine

The following educational events are sponsored by the University of Vermont.
For more information contact:
Continuing Medical Education
128 Lakeside Avenue, Suite 100

Burlington, VT 05401 
(802) 656-2292

http://cme.uvm.edu 

Date Conference Location

March 4-8, 2015 20th Annual Vermont Perspectives in Anesthesia Stowe Mountain Lodge
Stowe, VT

April 14, 2015 Vermont Geriatrics Conference The Essex
Essex, VT

May 1-2, 2015 Northeastern Genitourinary Oncology Symposium Hilton Hotel and 
Conference Center
Burlington, VT

May 27-31, 2015 Women in Medicine 2015 Abstract Submission The Embassy Suites Downtown 
Portland, OR 

May 27-31, 2015 Women in Medicine 2015 The Embassy Suites Downtown 
Portland, OR 

June 2-5, 2015 Family Medicine Review Course Sheraton Hotel and 
Conference Center
South Burlington, VT

June 18-21, 2015 Vermont Summer Pediatric Seminar Equinox
Manchester, VT

July 27-30, 2015 Stem Cells, Cell Therapies, and Bioengineering in Lung 
Biology and Lung Diseases Conference

Davis Center, UVM Campus 
Burlington, VT

September 9-11, 2015 Women’s Health Conference Doubletree Hotel
South Burlington, VT

September 30 - 
October 2, 2015

Primary Care Sports Medicine The Essex
Essex, VT

October 15-17, 2015 Critical Care Conference The Stoweflake
Stowe, VT

October 23, 2015 Bridging the Divide: Substance Misuse, Identification, and 
Intervention in Integrated Primary Care

TBD

November 13, 2015 Bridging the Divide: VT Medical/Dental Integration 
Conference

The Essex
Essex, VT

You’ve earned your 
dream job.

We’ll help you 
find it at

Your free online resource for 
nursing jobs, research, 

and events.

nursingALD.com
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Vermont State Nurses’ 
Foundation — 

Honor a Nurse Campaign
Nursing continues to be the most trusted profession as indicated in annual 

surveys. This attests to the collective contributions nurses make as they care 
for patients, families and communities. Efforts of individual nurses however 
deserve special recognition by colleagues, employers, patients, families and 
friends. There are many reasons to Honor a Nurse such as: to thank a mentor, 
to acknowledge excellent care given by a nurse to a patient, to celebrate a 
milestone such as a birthday or retirement, or to recognize a promotion. Just 
think for a moment, you will know a nurse to honor. Celebration: The honored 
nurses and the persons nominating them will be recognized at the Vermont 
State Nurses’ Association Convention in 2015. The honored nurses each 
will receive a certificate identifying the person recognizing her/him as well 
as the reason for the honor. Submit nominations by: September 1, 2015. All 
contributions are tax deductible to the full extent allowed by law. VSNF is a 
501(c)3 organization. Nominations this year is online.

Please go here to nominate someone: http://goo.gl/Z0F4f

ANA/VSNA News

Christine Ryan, 
VSNA Executive Director/Lobbyist

On January 8, 2015, Governor Shumlin stated in his inaugural speech that, “the best 
days are ahead not behind us.” He addressed the importance of focusing on our state’s 
economic prosperity and ensuring the integrity of our life in Vermont. The governor 
spoke of the issues of renewable energy sources and cleaning up Lake Champlain, as top 
priorities in 2015.

Included below, on both a national and state level, are some of the legislative issues 
taking shape in 2015:

American Nurses Association/National Priorities
-Safe Staffing: The Registered Nurse Safe Staffing Act  H.R. 1821/S.2353
-Durable Medical Equipment: H.R.3833
-AARP Care Act

Vermont State Nurses Association/State Priorities
-Paid Sick Leave
-Full Practice Authority
-E-Cigarettes
-Toxic Chemical Reform
-Sugar Sweetened Beverages
-Oral Health

With a busy political agenda beginning to take shape and certain to be full of changes, 
it is imperative that all nurses participate in the legislative process. Here are several ways 
nurses can become engaged:

Join the Vermont State Nurses Association and get involved. Becoming a member 
supports the important work – EXPERTISE, ADVOCACY, INNOVATION, and 
LEADERSHIP-of your state association and the nursing profession nationwide.

Visit the Vermont State Nurses Association (VSNA) website at; www.vsna-inc.org.
Introduce yourself. We have the luxury of living in a small state. Contact your local 

representatives at www.legislature.state.vt.us. Let them know you are a nurse and 
share your expertise. Remember our legislators are our friends, neighbors, and fellow 
community members.

Nurses are educated to advocate for the individuals they provide care for. It is equally 
important for nurses to advocate for the nursing profession. The nursing profession 
continues to remain at the top of the list of most trusted professions. We are slightly more 
than 18,000 nurses strong in Vermont. Imagine how powerful it would be if a quarter or 
a half of the registered nurses in Vermont joined together and participated in a legislative 
event!

As Vermont nurses, let each of us:

•	 Commit	 individually	 and	 professionally	 to	 our	 state	 and	 national	 nursing	
associations. The Vermont State Nurses Association and the American Nurses 
Association are organizations that want to hear from you!

•	 Participate	in	the	legislative	process.
•	 Continue	 to	 communicate	 and	 collaborate	 within	 the	 health	 care	 environment	

we contribute to and about the important work nurses do within the nursing 
profession.

Legislative Update 2015

For more than 100 years, 
Central Vermont Home Health and Hospice 
has been caring for people in their homes.

Join our team to make it possible to meet our mission.

Hospice and Palliative Care Registered Nurse
Hospice Registry RN or LPN

Home Care Registered Nurse
Hospice Weekend On-Call Triage Registered Nurse

600 Granger Road • Barre, VT  05641 
Learn more at www.cvhhh.org/careers. EOE

How you could spend $2.44 today

For an annual fee of $150 or $13 per month
You can join two Associations, the ANA and VSNA, advocating for you and

the nursing profession. Please visit us online vsna-inc.org.
E-mail us info@vsna-inc.org. Call us 802-651-8886.
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ANA/VSNA News

Welcome New
VSNA Members!

Marsha King
Jennifer Erickson
Jennifer Edwards
Josephine Gehlbach
Katherine Roome
Brittni Racine
Debbie Partrick
Amy Stark
Kim Ladue

Deborah Gauthier
Colby Welch
Victoria N. Perrotta
Tamara Geno
Christine Williams
Tara Meyer
Maureen Tremblay
Michelle Wade
Mary Tyler Atherton

Ruth Stoddard
Patricia H. Meredith
Rebecca Bent
Alice R. Kempe
Beth Lavallee
Rosemary Dale
Samantha Haas
Rhondi Gleason
Russell J. Goodrich

IS YOUR NURSING ORGANIZATION 
PLANNING AN EDUCATION PROGRAM?

CONSIDER APPLYING FOR CONTACT 
HOUR APPROVAL
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL THE VSNA OFFICE @ 

(802) 651-8886

The Northeast Multi-State Division, (NE-MSD) is accredited as an 
approver of continuing education in nursing by the American Nurses’ 

Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.

The American Nurse: 
Healing America

A screening of ‘The American Nurse’ will be held at 
Southern Vermont College, April 2nd at 6:00 pm. We will 

have a post Q&A with Lisa Frank, the film’s producer. 
Please join us for this inspiring film, as reviewed by

The Washington Post – “A Look at the Lives 
of American Nurses”

“…mix of powerful 
images with words of men 
and women whose lives 
are devoted to healing.”

More information to 
be posted soon, check 

Facebook, Twitter and our 
Website: vsna-inc.org

Other location screenings 
to come…Contact us with 

questions: 
info@vsna-inc.org,

802-651-8886
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ANA/VSNA News

ANA Works with Partnership for Patients and 
CDC to Target Decrease in Dangerous Infections

SILVER SPRING, MD – The American Nurses 
Association (ANA) is spearheading an initiative to reduce 
catheter–associated urinary tract infections (CAUTIs) — 
one of the most common and costly infections contracted 
by patients in hospitals — through an assessment and 
decision-making tool registered nurses (RNs) and other 
clinicians can use at the bedside to determine the best way 
to provide care.

The initiative to implement the streamlined, evidenced-
based tool into nursing practice nationwide is aimed 
at decreasing CAUTIs, which cause serious harm and 
even deaths, and increases in costs. Federal figures 
show CAUTIs affect 560,000 patients per year, which 
account for about 30 percent of all infections acquired 
in a hospital. Research indicates that 70 percent of the 
urinary tract infections — 380,000 cases and 9,000 deaths 
— could be prevented through consistent application of 
infection-control best practices.

The CAUTI Tool, designed to prevent harm and save 
lives, incorporates best practices based on Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidelines. The 
CAUTI Tool is a one-page guidance to assist clinicians in 
determining whether a urinary catheter is appropriate to 
insert; recommending alternative treatments for urinary 
retention and incontinence; evaluating indicators for 
timely catheter removal to prevent harm; and following 
a checklist on catheter insertion and cues for essential 
maintenance and post-removal care.

“Nurses can have a big influence on reducing urinary 
tract infections, since they are continually assessing 
patients to minimize the use of urinary catheters, and have 
sharp assessment and decision-making skills that will be 
enhanced by this concise guidance,” said ANA President 
Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN. “The 
CAUTI Tool is a great example of how nurses, physicians 
and other health care team members can collaborate on 
strategies that work best for patients.” The CAUTI Tool 

Expert Panel Develops Tool to Reduce 
Costly Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract 

Infections during Hospital Stays
and effective implementation strategies will be introduced 
to nursing leaders across the country at ANA’s National 
Quality Conference Feb. 4-6. ANA also will disseminate 
the CAUTI Tool to the nation’s RNs, federal agencies and 
health care systems, geriatric and infection-prevention 
organizations, and other associations.

ANA, along with the Partnership for Patients 
(Partnership) and the CDC, convened a technical expert 
panel to develop the CAUTI Tool. The Partnership, which 
includes hospitals, health care professionals, patient 
advocates, employers and government, is seeking to 
reduce hospital readmissions and harm that occurs during 
hospital stays, such as infections. The Partnership reports 
significant reductions in several types of hospital-acquired 
conditions; however, CAUTI rates continue to increase, 
largely because many factors can contribute to CAUTI and 
no universally accepted tool exists among clinicians for 
CAUTI prevention. To fill this gap in infection-prevention, 
ANA developed the CAUTI Tool. Fourteen hospitals 
participated in the Partnership’s pilot program to test 
and refine the CAUTI-reduction approach, and reported 
positive results.

These ANA affiliates contributed to the development 
of the tool: Association of peri-Operative Registered 
Nurses; Academy of Medical-Surgical Nurses; Association 
of Rehabilitation Nurses; and Wound, Ostomy and 
Continence Nurses Society.

For more information: Preventing infections using the 
CAUTI Tool.

ANA is the only full-service professional organization 
representing the interests of the nation’s 3.1 million 
registered nurses through its constituent and state 
nurses associations and its organizational affiliates. 
ANA advances the nursing profession by fostering high 
standards of nursing practice, promoting the rights of 
nurses in the workplace, projecting a positive and realistic 
view of nursing, and by lobbying the Congress and 
regulatory agencies on health care issues affecting nurses 
and the public. Please visit www.nursingworld.org for 
more information.

SILVER SPRING, MD – The American Nurses 
Association (ANA) appreciates the vital investments 
included in President Obama’s fiscal year (FY) 2016 budget 
that strengthen the nation’s health care system. However, 
of great concern is the absence of increased funding that 
would help address critical faculty shortages and recruit new 
nurses into the profession.

The budget does not recommend an increase for Nursing 
Workforce Development Programs (Title VIII of the Public 
Health Service Act) and instead recommends keeping 
funding levels at nearly $232 million. Nursing Workforce 
Development Programs serve to recruit new nurses into the 
profession, promote career advancement within nursing and 
allocate nurses to critical shortage areas.

The funding recommendation is of particular concern 
given the need to ensure that the nursing workforce stands 
ready to provide high-quality, patient-centered care in a 
transforming health care environment. In September 2014, 
ANA recommended a 12-percent increase in Nursing 
Workforce Development Program funding.

“As demand for health care services grows, so will the 
need for a highly trained nursing workforce to provide high-
quality care,” said ANA President Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, 
RN, NEA-BC, FAAN. “We are concerned that keeping the 
current funding level will hamper efforts to improve the 
health of individuals and communities.”

Despite concerns about Nursing Workforce 
Development Program funding, ANA supports the Obama 
administration’s call for critical health care investments in 
other areas, including:

• $144.5 million, a nearly 3-percent increase, for the 
National Institute of Nursing Research.

• $14 million for a new Health Workforce Diversity 
Program aimed at creating a career pipeline for 
health professions students that leads directly to 
service in underserved communities.

• $92 million to coordinate and support investments 
in policies and standards to accelerate the adoption 
and meaningful use of certified electronic health 
records.

•	 $215	million	in	funds	for	a	new	Precision	Medicine	
initiative, which focuses on patient-centered and 
disease-prevention research through genomics and IT.

• An increase of $58 million, to total $185 
million, for the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention and the Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration for the new “Now 
is the Time” initiative, which will:   ensure students 
and young adults get treatment for mental health 
issues, provide nationwide data to better understand 
how and when firearms are used in violent deaths, 
and inform future research and prevention strategies.

• A funding extension for the Children’s Health 
Insurance Program through 2019.

ANA recognizes the difficult task lawmakers face in 
these economic times. However, ANA has consistently 
asserted that health care should not be compromised by 
political or partisan posturing. That is why ANA will 
continue to advocate for programs that address the health 
care demands of our nation. To learn more about ANA’s 
advocacy efforts, please visit, www.nursingworld.org.

ANA Responds to 
President’s 

2016 Budget Proposal

Promoting RN Health, Safety, and Wellness
Are you a healthy nurse and 

a role model for wellness? Too 
often, RNs neglect their own care 
and health, forgetting to take the 
advice they give their patients. 
Stress, fatigue, poor diet, lack 
of exercise and time, as well as 
occupational health risks, threaten 

nurses’ health on a daily basis. RNs need to practice 
self-care to ensure they are at their optimal health level. 
The American Nurses Association (ANA) defines a 

healthy nurse “as one who actively focuses on creating 
and maintaining a balance and synergy of physical, 
intellectual, emotional, social, spiritual, personal and 
professional wellbeing. A healthy nurse lives life to the 
fullest capacity, across the wellness/illness continuum, 
as they become stronger role models, advocates, and 
educators, personally, for their families, their communities 
and work environments, and ultimately for their patients.” 
Furthermore, ANA has developed the following 
HealthyNurse constructs:

Calling to Care 
• Caring is the interpersonal, compassionate offering 

of self, as nurses build relationships with their 
patients and their families, while helping them meet 
their physical, emotional, and spiritual goals, for 
all ages, in all health care settings, across the care 
continuum. 

Priority to Self-Care 
• Self-care and supportive environments enable the 

nurse to increase the ability to effectively manage 
the physical and emotional stressors of the work and 
home environments. 

Opportunity to Role Model 
• The healthy nurse confidently recognizes and 

identifies personal health challenges in themselves 
and their patients; enabling them and their patients 
to overcome the challenge in a collaborative, non-
accusatory manner. 

Responsibility to Educate 
• Using non-judgmental approaches, considering adult 

learning patterns and readiness to change, nurses 
must empower others by sharing health and safety 
knowledge, skills, resources, and attitudes. 

Authority to Advocate 
• Nurses are empowered to advocate on numerous 

levels, including personally, interpersonally, within 
the work environment and the community, and 
at the local, state, and national levels in policy 
development and advocacy. 

To assist RNs on their wellness journeys, ANA, 
in collaboration with Pfizer Inc, created a health risk 
appraisal (HRA). This HRA assists participants in 
identifying their health, safety, and wellness risks 
personally and professionally. The HRA is divided into 
three general categories: demographics, occupational 
health, and health/safety/wellness. Participants can 
compare their personal results against ideal standards 
and national averages. Participants can also access an 
interactive wellness portal for further resources. A heat 
graph allows participants to easily evaluate their results: 
red denotes high risk, yellow medium risk, and green 
low to no risk. It takes approximately twenty minutes to 
complete the HRA. Participation in the HRA will help to 
build a unique nurse-specific personal and occupational 
health-related aggregated data base. Secure and HIPAA-
compliant, the HRA is free and available to all RNs and 
nursing students. Take the HRA today at www.anahra.org!
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ANA/VSNA News

 ANA Plans Ethics Educational Activities for 2015 to 
Highlight Importance in Nursing Practice

SILVER SPRING, MD – Making decisions based on 
a sound foundation of ethics is an essential part of nursing 
practice in all specialties and settings. In recognition of the 
impact ethical practice has on patient safety and the quality of 
care, the American Nurses Association (ANA) has designated 
2015 as the “Year of Ethics” highlighted by the release of a 
revised code of ethics for the profession.

“The public places its faith in nurses to practice ethically. 
A patient’s health, autonomy and even life or death, can 
be affected by a nurse’s decisions and actions,” said ANA 
President Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN. 
“ANA believes it’s important that all nurses practice at the 
highest ethical level, and therefore, we will be offering a full 
range of activities to inform and support nurses to achieve that 
goal in a stressful and ever-changing health care environment.”

A December Gallup survey ranked nurses as the top 
profession for honesty and ethical standards for the 13th 
consecutive year.

The foundation of the 2015 ethics initiative is the revised 
Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements, 
which was released Jan. 1. Several thousand registered nurses 

The Year of Ethics Commences with First Revision of Code Since 2001

ANA to Supreme Court: 
Tax Credits Needed to 

Ensure Continued Access 
to Health Care

The American Nurses Association (ANA) joined groups 
representing health care professionals and community health 
care centers in filing an amicus (friend of the court) brief 
with the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of King v. Burwell 
in support of tax credit subsidies created by the Affordable 
Care Act (ACA) to purchase health insurance. Thanks to the 
subsidies, millions of previously uninsured Americans now 
have access to health insurance coverage.

“ANA has always been a staunch supporter of the ACA 
and its goal of ensuring Americans get the insurance coverage 
they need to get healthy and stay healthy,” said ANA President 
Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN. “A ruling by 
the Supreme Court that subsidies are only available to some 
would thwart the results intended by Congress when it enacted 
the Affordable Care Act with devastating consequences that 
would not be in the best interest of this country.”

At issue is whether tax credit subsidies should be 
available for those who purchased health plans through a 
marketplace – or “exchange” – run by the federal government 
via the HealthCare.gov website. If the Supreme Court rules 
against the ACA tax credits in the 37 states with federally 
run marketplaces, it is estimated that more than 8 million 
Americans would become uninsured. The Supreme Court will 
hear oral arguments in King. V. Burwell on March 4.

Without health insurance, many people often wait until a 
serious problem arises and then visit more expensive facilities, 
such as emergency departments, for treatment. Lack of 
insurance also means no access to routine preventive care to 
keep in check chronic, yet treatable, conditions such as high 
blood pressure or diabetes.   

In addition to the physical toll, lack of health insurance can 
take a financial one, given that many uninsured individuals 
are a medical crisis away from personal bankruptcy.

Registered nurses are frontline witnesses of the harmful 
effects on individuals who are uninsured and defer needed 
care, and have a unique perspective to offer the Supreme 
Court regarding the consequences of removing the ACA’s 
tax subsidies. ANA contends that many of the fundamental 
reforms provided by the ACA, such as prohibiting denial of 
health insurance based on pre-existing conditions, greatly 
improve access to health care. These patient protections will 
not be feasible financially for millions of people without the 
tax credit subsidies. The credits are essential to the ACA’s goal 
to make health insurance universally available and affordable. 
ANA believes that all individuals should have access to 
essential health care services.

The amicus (friend of the court) brief is in support of the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, respondents 
in the Supreme Court case.

National Nurses Week begins each year on May 6th and 
ends on May 12th, Florence Nightingale’s birthday. These 
permanent dates enhance planning and position National 
Nurses Week as an established recognition event. As of 
1998, May 8 was designated as National Student Nurses 
Day, to be celebrated annually. And as of 2003, National 
School Nurse Day is celebrated on the Wednesday within 
National Nurses Week each year.

The nursing profession has been supported and promoted 
by the American Nurses Association (ANA) since 1896. 
Each of ANA’s state and territorial nurses associations 
promotes the nursing profession at the state and regional 
levels. Each conducts celebrations on these dates to 
recognize the contributions that nurses and nursing make to 
the community.

The ANA supports and encourages National Nurses 
Week recognition programs through the state and district 
nurses associations, other specialty nursing organizations, 
educational facilities, and independent health care 
companies and institutions.

A Brief History of National Nurses Week
1953 – Dorothy Sutherland of the U.S. Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare sent a proposal to President 
Eisenhower to proclaim a “Nurse Day” in October of the 
following year. The proclamation was never made.

1954 – “National Nurse Week” was observed from 
October 11-16. The year of the observance marked the 100th 
anniversary of Florence Nightingale’s mission to Crimea. 
Representative Frances P. Bolton sponsored the bill for a 
nurse week. Apparently, a bill for a “National Nurse Week” 
was introduced in the 1955 Congress, but no action was 
taken. Congress discontinued its practice of joint resolutions 
for national weeks of various kinds.

1972 – Again a resolution was presented by the House 
of Representatives for the President to proclaim “National 
Registered Nurse Day.” It did not occur.

National Nurses Week History
1974 – In January of that year, the International 

Council of Nurses (ICN) proclaimed that May 12 would 
be “International Nurse Day.” (May 12 is the birthday of 
Florence Nightingale.) Since 1965, the ICN has celebrated 
“International Nurse Day.””

1974 – In February of that year, a week was designated 
by the White House as “National Nurse Week”, and 
President Nixon issued a proclamation.

1978 – New Jersey Governor Brendon Byrne declared 
May 6 as “Nurses Day.” Edward Scanlan, of Red Bank, 
N.J., took up the cause to perpetuate the recognition of 
nurses in his state. Mr. Scanlan had this date listed in 
Chase’s Calendar of Annual Events. He promoted the 
celebration on his own.

1981 – ANA, along with various nursing organizations, 
rallied to support a resolution initiated by nurses in New 
Mexico, through their Congressman, Manuel Lujan, to have 
May 6, 1982, established as “National Recognition Day for 
Nurses.”

1982 – In February, the ANA Board of Directors 
formally acknowledged May 6, 1982 as “National 
Nurses Day.” The action affirmed a joint resolution of the 
United States Congress designating May 6 as “National 
Recognition Day for Nurses.”

1982 – President Ronald Reagan signed a proclamation 
on March 25 proclaiming “National Recognition Day for 
Nurses” to be May 6, 1982.

1990 – The ANA Board of Directors expanded the 
recognition of nurses to a week-long celebration, declaring 
May 6-12, 1991, as “National Nurses Week.”

1993 – The ANA Board of Directors designated May 
6-12 as permanent dates to observe “National Nurses Week” 
in 1994 and in all subsequent years.

1996 – The ANA initiated “National RN Recognition 
Day” on May 6, 1996, to honor the nation’s indispensable 
registered nurses for their tireless commitment 365 days a 
year. The ANA encourages its state and territorial nurses 
associations and other organizations to acknowledge May 6, 
1996 as “National RN Recognition Day.”

1997 – The ANA Board of Directors, at the request of 
the National Student Nurses Association, designated May 8 
as “National Student Nurses Day.”

submitted comments during a four-year revision process for 
the new Code of Ethics, which was last updated in 2001. The 
update ensures that the Code reflects modern clinical practice 
and evolving conditions, and fully addresses transformations 
in health care.

Activities emphasizing the importance of ethics in nursing 
practice include:

• A Jan. 21 live webinar, “Keeping the Code: Every 
Nurse’s Ethical Obligation,” with other webinars 
planned throughout the year.

• The National Nurses Week theme, “Ethical Practice. 
Quality Care,” May 6-12.

• The 2015 ANA Ethics Symposium designed to 
facilitate dialogue across the nursing spectrum, June 
4-5 in Baltimore.

• Publication of the Guide to the Code of Ethics for 
Nurses, scheduled for a July release.

In 2014, ANA participated as a strategic partner in the 
National Nursing Ethics Summit convened by the Johns 

Hopkins University’s Berman Institute of Bioethics and 
School of Nursing to strengthen ethics in the profession. The 
summit resulted in the Blueprint for 21st Century Nursing 
Ethics: Report of the National Nursing Summit. Summit 
leaders are encouraging individuals and organizations to adopt 
and implement the ethics blueprint to “create and support 
ethically principled, healthy, sustainable work environments; 
and contribute to the best possible patient, family and 
community outcomes.”
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Member Profile

What is your background: where did you attend school 
and what inspired you to enter the nursing profession? 

I attended the University of Vermont School of Nursing 
for my baccalaureate degree graduating in 1975. I served 
on active duty with the Navy within the Navy Nurse Corps 
at the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, MD for 
three years and then went back to school to get a master’s 
degree at the University of Michigan as a clinical nurse 
specialist in cardiovascular nursing. I then began teaching 
at the University of Vermont School of Nursing in 1981. I 
knew that I wanted to get the terminal degree in nursing so 
I went back to graduate school at Wayne State University 
in their summers’ PHD program and completed my PhD in 
nursing in 1994 (in between being recalled into the Navy for 
Operation Desert Storm).

I wanted to enter the nursing profession because 
connection and intimacy was always very important to me 
and I wanted to be able to make a difference in the lives 
of people and to society at large. I also wanted to enter 
a profession that was challenging intellectually, that was 
constantly stimulating and evolving, and was meaningful to 
me. I have found that one could develop in a variety of roles 
(practice, education, researcher) in nursing that is not possible 
without leaving in other professions.

Why are you a VSNA and ANA member?
I am a VSNA and ANA member because having a voice 

was always central to who I am. I believe in collective voice 
and action and it is not enough to be compassionate as a 
nurse, but one must act and be an advocate for the society 
we serve. I believe that VSNA and ANA represent the 
professional values we cherish, that as the only full purpose 
professional organization for nurses and nursing, represents 
our core values and standards to the rest of society as well as 
to the discipline. It has allowed me to develop my leadership 
abilities by participating and leading some of its committees 
as well as serving as President of the organization. It has 
facilitated the networking and involvement with many 
talented nurses both in the state and on the national level 
which I might not have had the opportunity to know 
previously. It has reinforced my own experience of just how 
committed nurses are to fulfilling the social contract we have 
with society. What a gift!

Judy Cohen

What are your hopes for 
the future of Nursing? How 
do you think the VSNA 
and ANA can contribute? 

My hopes for nursing 
are well stated in the 
Institute of Medicine’s 
Future of Nursing Report (2010) which identifies that we 
as a profession and professionals be able to practice to the 
full extent of our scope of practice and education. This 
will demand a workforce that has at least a baccalaureate 
in nursing as well as increasing the numbers of nurses 
with graduate degrees (both master’s and doctorates). We 
must continue to develop our nursing knowledge base 
through research and scholarship; so that we may share this 
knowledge with other disciplines as we have incorporated 
other disciplinary knowledge into the practice of nursing. 
We must also participate in the reform of our now broken 
health care system which will require the commitment and 
active engagement of nurses in policy development at the 
policy tables. Although we tend to focus on our one to one 
relationships with our patients or the populations with which 
we engage, my hope is that nurses recognize their knowledge 
and power and continue to see the broad perspective of how 
we can impact systems for the betterment of care.

Is there any advice you have received that has stuck with 
you in your nursing career?

I have had many good role models in my nursing career 
that have impacted my own development, as a professional, 
in my family, and in the educational and practice settings. 
What has been a central guiding force for me in my career 
is, “Never give up your power”. What I mean by power is the 
use of your voice, knowledge and relationships to influence 
outcomes and to advocate for those who cannot necessarily 
advocate for themselves. I have a sign on my office doorway 
that summarizes this perspective which states, “It is not 
enough to be compassionate, one must act.” This can be done 
on an individual scale and as I have previously stated, through 
collective action via the VSNA and other professional 
organizations.

Interviewed by Cara Toolin, Director of Membership 
and Special Events.

Do you have a nurse who you would like to see profiled 
in the VNC? E-mail Info@vsna-inc.org.

Dr. Judy Cohen
40 years in nursing

PhD, RN
Professor at University of Vermont College of Nursing and 

Health Sciences, Department of Nursing

“It is not enough to be compassionate, one must act.”

Call For VSNA 
Nominations

VSNA Leadership 
Opportunities

Vermont State Nurses Association Board Members lead 
Vermont’s premier nursing association. Board members 
contribute to the development and implementation of a 
strategic plan, assume responsibility for specific projects, 
recruit new members, contribute to the VSNA’s financial 
success, and represent VSNA membership at the ANA.

Several seats are open on the 2015 board. Members 
elected in 2015 will assume elected roles on the VSNA 
Board beginning in October 2015.

Interested VSNA nurse members, please submit a 
letter of interest to vtnurse@vsna-inc.org. Deadline for 
submission is April 20, 2015.

The VSNA leadership opportunities are the following:

Secretary (2015-2017) 2 year term – Assumes 
responsibility for documentation of VSNA Board 
meetings and serves as a representative to 
ANA Membership Assembly

Director (2015-2016) 1 year term

Directors (2015-2017) 2 year term

Nominating Committee (2015-2016) 1 year term – 
Develops a network of candidates for nominations

Representative to ANA Membership Assembly 
(2015-2017) – 2 year term 

Looking to advance your career at an award-winning, 
community hospital in a locale that will have you 

wondering why you ever chose to live anywhere else?

Come join the Northwestern Medical Center family, 
where we consistently earn top honors for patient care 

and continually look for new and innovative ways 
to improve. Be part of a team where you can make 
a difference, all while enjoying the quality of life 

Vermont provides.

Nursing Management:
•  Director Surgical Services 

•  RN Nursing Supervisor - $1,000 Sign-on Bonus 
• RN Practice Manager

Nursing:
• Breast Care Nurse Navigator

Happy National Nurses Week 
2015!

We are currently hiring for various positions:

•	 Registered	Nurses	
 (Intermittent, Med/Surg, ICU, ED, OR)

•	 Certified	Nursing	Assistants

Employment at the VA Medical Center affords future 
members very competitive salaries and a comprehensive 
federal benefits package, with the key benefits of health 
care and life insurance coverage which continues into one’s 
retirement.

For more information and how to apply for any of the 
positions above, please go to www.usajobs.gov.

If you have any questions, 
please call Human Resources 
at (802) 295-9363 Ext. 5350.

The Department of Veterans 
Affairs Medical Center, 

White River Jct., VT is an 
Equal Opportunity Employer

“Caring for Our Nation’s Veterans”
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Vermont Board of 
Nursing Reminder
We are moving toward a paperless office. E-mail will 

be our major form of communication.
• Update your address, telephone, and e-mail by 

visiting the Vermont Board of Nursing website at 
https://www.sec.state.vt.us/professional-regulation.
aspx. Licensees without an e-mail address will be 
notified of renewal periods by mail.

• Paper copies of licenses are no longer issued. Check 
the website for more details.

Specialty Organizations
Vermont Board of 
Nursing Update: 

Dermatologic 
Procedures

At its December 2014 meeting, the Board of Nursing 
approved a new position statement that addresses the 
role of the RN and LPN in performing dermatologic 
procedures. The position statement applies to a wide 
range of procedures, including medication injection (such 
as Botox), use of lasers, mechanical or chemical skin 
treatments, and the cutting or alteration of living tissue. 
Since such procedures are generally not addressed in basic 
nursing education, nurses need additional education and 
supervised clinical practice to assure safe and competent 
practice. 

RNs and LPNs are not authorized to provide a 
medical diagnosis or to prescribe medications or medical 
treatments. Dermatologic procedures are performed at the 
direction of a qualified physician, APRN, or PA who has 
evaluated the patient. Orders for these procedures should 
include the site, medication and dose, and equipment 
settings (when applicable). 

The position statement includes recommendations 
for nurses’ education and validation of competence 
for procedures they will perform. The Board also 
recommends that the RN or LPN assure that written 
policies and procedures are available for all procedures. 
Additionally, patient safety and well-being should be 
protected by appropriate setting, equipment, personnel, 
and supervision, as well as immediate availability of an 
authorized provider in the event of complications that the 
nurse is not qualified to manage.

The full position statement is available on the Vermont 
Board of Nursing website at https://www.sec.state.vt.us/
media/642444/RN-and-LPN-Role-in-Dermatologic-
Procedures-final.pdf. For more information, call the Board 
office at 802-828-2396.

Revisions of 
the Vermont 

Board of Nursing 
Administrative Rules

The Board of Nursing is authorized by our Nurse 
Practice Act to adopt rules necessary to perform its duties. 
These rules, known as the Administrative Rules of the 
Board of Nursing, have been revised. The revised Rules 
are posted on the Board of Nursing website and became 
effective January 15, 2015. 

The Rules have been reorganized, reformatted, and 
revised for clarity and removal of redundancies. Here are 
some highlights of major revisions:

Advanced Practice Registered Nurses:

• Practice Guideline requirements have been revised. 
As before, Practice Guidelines must be submitted by 
APRNs practicing in Vermont (sections 8.11 - 8.13). 

• APRN Refresher Course requirements have been 
revised. Clinical hours are based upon the number 
of years out of practice. An APRN out of practice 
for 10 years or greater must repeat an approved 
graduate level program (section 8.20).

Registered Nurses and Licensed Practical Nurses:

• Nursing education program content hours have been 
increased and the distribution of those hours across 
the core nursing subjects has been revised (sections 
4.30 and 4.32).

Licensed Nursing Assistants:

• The LNA education program curriculum must now 
include ethics, legal responsibilities, and patient 
safety, in addition to all previous topics (section 2.8).

• A new Medication Nursing Assistant (MNA) 
program has been implemented for LNAs who have 
completed an MNA education program and met 
competency testing and other requirements. The 
MNA will be authorized to administer medications 
to nursing home residents under the on-site 
supervision of a nurse (sections 3.9 – 3.19).

All licensees:

• Rules for the Alternative Program and Practice 
Remediation Program are extensively revised 
(sections 11.1 – 11.8). 

The revised Rules are available on our website at 
https://www.sec.state.vt.us/professional-regulation/
professions/nursing.aspx. For assistance in understanding 
the rules and how they apply to you, call the Board Office 
at 802-828-2396.

Nurses
Positions available on evenings and nights

Per Diem all shifts
Using EMR

Franklin County Rehab Center, LLC

110 Fairfax Road
St. Albans, VT 05478
Phone 802-752-1600

www.franklincountyrehab.com
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Confidental Contact info:
802-828-1635

89 Main Street
3rd Floor

Montpelier, VT

Website:
www.sec.state.vt.us/

professional-regulation/
professions/nursing.aspx

Looking to advance your career at a 
Top 100 Critical Access Hospital?
Come join Copley Hospital where we consistently earn 
top honors for patient care and are always looking for 
new and innovative ways to improve our patient care and 
satisfaction. Become part of a tight-knit team where you 
can make a difference to your community! Copley is a 
not-for-profit critical-access hospital with a staff of 450 
employees (75 medical staff).

Nursing Management:
•	 Nursing	Informatics	Clinician
•	 Nursing	Director	Med-Surg	and	SCU

Nursing:
•	 RN,	Special	Care	Unit:	12	hour	night	shifts.
 Ideal candidate will have telemetry and critical
 care skills

Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation:
•	 Cardiopulmonary	Rehabilitation	Clinician

Nursing Informatics Clinician
Copley Hospital is looking for an experienced and dynamic Nursing Informatics Clinician to come join our 
dynamic team. This exempt position requires a BSN and active VT RN licensure. Masters in Nursing Informatics 
or	related	field	is	desired.	Ideal	candidate	will	have	3	-	5	years	hospital-based	clinical	RN	experience,	and	1-2	
years’ experience in expanded nursing role as well as extensive knowledge of Clinical Informatics, project 
development and implementation required. Experience with Electronic health records is required, experience 
in CPSI a plus!

The Nursing Informatics Clinician is responsible for specific tasks associated with the implementation of the 
application systems and upgrades within the Hospital including serving as a communication intermediary with 
other department users working closely with department leaders and key members of the medical staff. Using a 
nursing	perspective,	the	Nursing	Informatics	Clinician	works	closely	with	the	Information	Technology	Department	
to ensure the clinical users requests are considered during all phases of patient care related IT projects.

Nursing Director for our Med Surg and SCU
Copley	Hospital	is	also	looking	for	an	experienced	and	dynamic	Nursing	Director	for	our	Med	Surg	and	SCU	
departments.	This	exempt	position	requires	a	BS	and	active	VT	RN	licensure.	Master’s	Degree	in	related	field	
desired. Ideal candidate will have 3 years management experience in relevant clinical areas. BLS, ACLS and 
PALS certifications required within six months of employment.

The	Nurse	Director	has	24-hour	call	accountability	and	responsibility	for	the	operation	of	Med-Surg,	SCU,	
CAS and patient family services departments. These responsibilities include providing excellence and quality 
in	patient	care	delivery	in	accordance	with	the	Plans	of	the	Department	of	Nursing,	the	mission	of	Copley	
Hospital, fiscal responsibility, management and leadership of staff, collaboration with medical staff, as well 
as maintaining working relationships with other hospital managers, and positive interaction with families, 
visitors, and vendors.

Must comply with all applicable State and Federal laws, regulations, and policies governing the provision of 
health care.

To apply at our website, go to copleyvt.org or 
contact us at tsabataso@chsi.org


